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the walls of the joint family have been, stone by
stone, falling. Polygamy went out of fashion in the
higher castes, imperceptibly, without an effort. The old-
world, one-sided bhakti of the wife for the divine
lord and master is a thing of the past Love has come,
seen and conquered. Wedded life is being invested
with romance. Co-education in elementary schools was
common in the past, and Gujarat! opinion in modern
times has set its face against segregated education in
schools and colleges.
The active participation of women in all walks of life
has not been unknown in the past, and is an ordinary
feature of modern life.    MinaladevI who ruled Gujarata
during Sidharaja's  infancy,  Anupumadevl  who  assisted
her husband Tejahpala, and Miranbai, the poetess, were
not creatures of fiction or freaks.   Widows and mothers
have frequently carried on   the  family   business.    And
in modern times a period of less than a generation has
seen them taking their legitimate place in many walks of
life.   Some have been in the forefront of the
°women.        SatySgraha  movement,  risking   all;   many
have braved lathi charges or risked picket-
ting in areas full of strife and bloodshed.   The illiterate
peasant women of Bardoli in 1928, and again in 1930, exhi-
bited fortitude, courage and determination to suffer in the
cause of their country, which have few parallels in history.
The women of the cities have not been slow in the race.
For instance, one can be seen dominating the public life
of a large city; another controlling labour in  a  great
industrial centre; a third organising a big semi-commercial
concern on patriotic lines; a  fourth guiding a political
organisation of women; and many working and organis-
ing in their respective spheres of  public  activity.   The
women of Gujarata have thus won a status in public life
equal to men before the world knew how it was  done.
The old ideals also have not lost their vitality. Freedom has
neither affected their gentleness, nor their devotion to do-
mestic life.    Most of the patriotic women who worked or
suffered for politics during the last four years continued to
remain obedient wives, Affectionate mothers and imgrudg-

